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To the Honorable Senate and House of

Representatives.

In compliance with the provisions of sections 33 and 33A of chapter 30 of the General Laws, as amended, the State Tax Commission
has the honor to submit herewith such portions of its annual report
as relate to recommendations for legislative action. Such recommendations are accompanied by drafts of bills embodying the legislation recommended.
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RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. Extension of Time for appealing the Commissioner’s Classification of Corporations.

Under section 2 of chapter 58 of the General Laws, the Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation is annually required to
classify all corporations subject to taxation as either business or
manufacturing corporations. Any person aggrieved by his classifia|tion may in certain instances appeal to the State Tax Commission
on or before April thirtieth. This time limit for appealing the
classification becomes unrealistic if the Commissioner is unable to
classify all corporations and notify local assessors by April first.
This proposal would extend the time for appeal to April thirtieth or the thirtieth day after such list is sent out by the Commissioner, whichever is later. Thus, if the Commissioner is, for some
reason, delayed in sending out the list, the rights of the corporation
would not thereby be adversely affected.
2. Clarification

op

Certain Provisions

of the

Corporation

Excise Law.

In 1962, significant changes were made in the business and manufacturing corporation excise law. The tangible property measure
of the excise was amended so that the value of property not subject to local taxation and includable in this measure was specifically
set forth as the adjusted basis, as defined under the applicable provisions of the Federal Internal Revenue Code, as amended and in
effect on January 1, 1962. Since that time, there have been significant changes in the Federal Internal Revenue Code under the
Federal Revenue Acts of 1962 and 1964. Therefore, Federal adjusted basis currently in effect departs in important respects from
Federal adjusted basis presently used under our tangible
measure. This proposal would update the reference to the Fcdc.w
Internal Revenue Code to that in effect on January 1, 1965 and
thereby conform tangible property values under our law to the
current Federal adjusted basis.
In 1962 amendments also provided for a roll-back of the rates
under the property measures if the revenue from this excise exceeded certain amounts. Since the full effect of the roll-back has
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taken place and since these rates are now at their former level of
$5.00 per thousand, the statutory language relating to the roll-back
have become meaningless. This bill would repeal these obsolete
provisions.

3. Provision

for

Additional Remedies
of

for

the

Collection

State Taxes

Under the present law, the Commonwealth has to depend upon
archaic and frequently ineffective remedies for the collection of
taxes and the protection of its revenues. Tax departments at both
the state and Federal level have found that the most effective method
in tax collection is a comprehensive lien statute.
This proposal would establish a lien on the property of the taxpayer for unpaid taxes in favor of the Commonwealth. It would
become effective upon assessment and would continue in effect for
a period not exceeding six years. The lien would not be valid as
against any mortgagee, pledgee, purchaser or judgment creditor
until notice thereof is recorded.
This lien statute would be similar to the Federal statute and
would place the Commonwealth in a more nearly equal position
with the Federal Government in collecting delinquent taxes. Presently, attempts to collect our taxes through legal proceedings are
often defeated by the existence of prior Federal liens, even though
such liens were not recorded before the commencement of our collection proceedings. If the Commonwealth adopts a similar hen
statute, such as the one proposed, it would be on equal terms with
the Federal Government and the lien which is first in time would
prevail. The rights of states as opposed to the Federal Government in this area was recently established by the United States
Supreme Court in an action instituted by Vermont, which had
adopted a similar lien provision.

4. Provision
denced

by

Payment

of the Cigarette Excise be eviStamps affixed to the Cigarette Packages.

that

Under chapter 563 of the acts of 1964, the cigarette excise was
increased from six cents to eight cents per package, effective January 1, 1965. With this increase, the need for cigarette stamps to
evidence payment of the excise has become correspondingly greater.
The State Tax Commission has long advocated and recommended
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the necessity for cigarette stamps in order to effectively enforce
this tax law, and maximize the revenue from this source. Massachusetts is now one of two states which has a cigarette tax and
does not require evidence of its payment to be affixed to the
packages.
It is the considered opinion of the Commission that significant
revenue is being lost to the commonwealth through the sale of untaxed cigarettes. The amount of this loss cannot be accurately
estimated. Unquestionably, however, the recent increase of the
cigarette tax will give added impetus to any unlawful importation
of cigarettes into this state. Therefore, the Commission again
recommends that the cigarette excise law be amended by requiring
that adhesive or meter stamps be affixed to cigarette packages to
evidence payment of the excise. This proposal would take effect
on January 1, 1966.

H

5. Provision relative to Borrowing inside the Debt Limit
by

Cities

and

Towns.

The original statutory provisions, referring to the requirement of
an appropriation of 25 cents per $l,OOO of assessed valuation as a
condition precedent to a city or town authorizing debt under certain clauses of section 7 of chapter 44 of the General Laws, were

enacted by chapter 338 of the acts of 1923. During the intervening
years, there have been no changes in this requirement except as
special provisions were enacted providing for a 10 cent factor for
the city of Boston, rather than the 25 cent factor which applies to
all other cities and towns.
We believe that a new basis should be used in computing what
might be considered as a “down payment” towards the cost of a
program to be financed by the loan authorizations, because it is
unrealistic to continue to use the assessed valuation of a city or
town as the basis for such a computation.
The assessment practices of city and town assessors are not uniform or consistent. Under these circumstances, the present system*
penalizes the community assessing its real estate and personal property at full and fair cash value by requiring it to provide a greater
“down payment” for certain loans than other communities that
are not complying with the statutory mandate of full and fair
value assessments. Furthermore, where all property subject to

”
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local taxation is assessed at full value, the 25 cent requirement
tends to be excessive.
The proposed legislation would substitute a new method for the
computation of the “down payment” by gearing it to the amount
of the loan to be authorized and the maximum term prescribed by
statute for which such a loan could be issued. This seems to be a
more practical approach to the problem.
In addition to the aforementioned amendment, there are three
other proposed changes. The word “authorized” in line Bof chapiter 81 of the acts of 1963 would be changed to “incurred”, the
words “has been” in line 13 wmuld be replaced with the word “is”,
and the words “transferred from a reserve fund created under the
provisions of sections five A or six of chapter forty of the General
Laws” would be inserted in line 15 after the word “taxation”.
Those recommendations are being suggested to eliminate any
problem where a town meeting fails in their original action to appropriate a sufficient sum for the “down payment”. The proposed
legislation would permit a finance committee to provide for such a
deficiency by a transfer from the reserve fund.

6. Provision authorizing Cities and Towns to borrow within
the Debt Limit for the Expert Appraisal of Taxable
Real Estate or

for the Preparation of

Assessors’

Maps.

Chapter 521 of the acts of 1950 amended section 4 of chapter 40
of the General Laws providing that cities and towns may make
contracts for the expert appraisal of taxable real estate. This provision was subsequently amended to read in its present form by
chapter 33 of the acts of 1954.
Chapter 313 of the acts of 1961 authorized cities and towns to
contract for the preparation of assessors’ maps.
These two provisions are now contained in the second and third
last paragraphs of section 4 of chapter 40 of the General Laws.
Under the provisions of the aforementioned statutes, the assessors
of a city or town are authorized to contract for the expert appraisal
of taxable real estate and/or for the preparation of assessors’ maps
for periods not exceeding three years. Llowever, there is no provision contained therein for the manner in which such three year
contracts shall be financed.
In many cases, the work called for by such contracts would be
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accomplished in a period of not more than one year, but with term
payments spread over a period of three calendar years. It no doubt
has been necessary for the private parties to a contract to embed in
their contract price an additional charge for financing their accounts receivable over the term of the contract.
Such financing charges are expected to be passed on to the city
or town and result in an unnecessary interest cost over and above
that which the city or town would be required to pay were they to
issue their own tax exempt notes or bonds for the purpose.
The proposed legislation would authorize a city or tow n to finance
the cost of such work over the calendar year plus two additional
years by the issue of municipal bonds or notes.
r

7. Provision

relative to Temporary
and

Loans

by

%

Cities, Towns,

Districts.

Section 5B of chapter 44 of the General Laws was enacted by
section 1 of chapter 61 of the acts of 1943 and, apparently, was
omitted from inclusion in Clause (1) of section 8 of chapter 44 of
the General Laws.
Section 1 of chapter 607 of the acts of 1962 increased the term of
notes issued under section 6 of said chapter 44 and section 2 of said
chapter 607 of the acts of 1962 increased the term of notes issued
under section 6A, from one to two years.
Accordingly, the reference to one year in the present provisions
of Clause Cl) of said section 8 is not proper, as said provisions relate
to loans under sections 6 and 6A. Actually, nothing is accomplished by the inclusion of the term of years in said Clause (1) because the statutes referred to therein contain specific provisions relating to the term of years under each individual statute.

8. Provision
outside

permitting

op

the

Cities

and

Debt Limit

Towns to

for

borrow

Buildings

for

Money

Water

Treatmen

The existing provisions of Clause (4) of section 8 of chapter 44 of
the General Laws authorize cities, towns, and districts to incur
debt for various water construction purposes, including buildings
for pumping stations and the original equipment therefor.
However, there is an increasing demand for the construction of
buildings and the installation of equipment therein for chlorination
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purposes, and the existing statute makes
for
authorization
of incurring debt for such a
no provision
the

and other water treatment
purpose.

The proposed legislation would provide such an authorization.

9. Provision
poses in
of

I

to borrowing for Public Works PurAnticipation of the receipt of the Proceeds

relative

a Grant

from the

Cities, Towns,

and

Federal Government

Districts,

Counties,
the LimiCounties, Cities,
by

and repealing

tation on the Time within which
Towns, and Districts may incur Debt to secure the
Benefits provided by the Federal Government to
assist Them in Public Works Projects.

The fourth paragraph of section 2 of the original enactment of
chapter 74 of the acts of 1945 contained in the second sentence the
words “that no loan shall be authorized unless a sum equal to
twenty-five cents on each one thousand dollars of the assessed
valuation of the city or town has been appropriated or voted to be
raised by taxation, shall apply to any borrowing hereunder by any
city, town or district, including Boston and Worcester,
The specific references to Boston and Worcester were necessary,
when chapter 21 of the acts of 1934, a predecessor statute, was
enacted, because of special legislation, then in effect, relating to
the authorization of debt applying to each of these two cities.
However, the special statute relating to Boston was repealed in
1936, and the special statute relating to Worcester was repealed
by chapter 53 of the acts of 1953. Therefore, it is no longer necessary to make specific reference to these two cities and, in addition
thereto, we believe it is desirable to delete reference to the appropriation of 25 cents on each $l,OOO of assessed valuation, because
no particular purpose is served by the use of these words and, in
addition, some consideration has been given to changing the basis
of the formula set forth in said first paragraph of section 7 of chap*
ter 44 of the General Laws.
Section 2 of the proposed legislation would repeal section 6 of
said chapter 74 of the acts of 1945 which has placed a two year life
on said chapter 74. Legislation has been required biennially over
the past 18 years to continue the life of this legislation.
Most certainly, it has long since acquired the status of permanent
legislation rather than temporary legislation.
.

.
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The provisions of section 2 of the proposed legislation would
eliminate the necessity of biennial extensions of the life of the law.
10. Provision
for

Remodeling,

dinary

to

relating

the

Maturities of Borrowings
or Making Extraor-

Reconstructing

Repairs to

Public Buildings.

Under the existing provisions of chapter 275 of the acts of 1948,
the Emergency Finance Board is required to fix the term of loans
issued thereunder.
There have been frequent occasions when, after the Board has
established a fixed term for a loan, it has been deemed desirable by
the city or town to issue a temporary loan in anticipation of the
serial bond or note issue. If such a temporary loan runs for less
than a full twelve months, a condition will be created which would
result in a serial bond or note issue running for something less than
a round number of years, such as nine and one half years, which
is most undesirable.
There have been other occasions when it has been deemed desirable to issue the permanent loan for a lesser number of years
than was originally intended, thereby reducing the interest costs,
but in such cases it has been necessary to seek a revised vote from
the Emergency Finance Board.
Legislation similar to this was enacted by chapter 15 of the acts
of 1964 relating to maximum terms of loans by counties, cities,
towns, and districts for Federally aided public works projects.

11. Provision

relative

to

Water Departments

of

t

Cities,

Towns, and Districts.

Most of our water systems in this State have been established
under special acts and a great many of these acts, especially the
older ones, are silent in many particulars as to the financial operation of the water system.
The proposed legislation is permissive and would allow any water I
system, upon the adoption of this act, to operate on a self-sustaining
basis, as provided for in General Laws.
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a Corrective Change to Conform with

Law
Children.

of the

Dependent

—

relative to

Aid to Families

with

Section 33 of chapter 41 of the General Laws, provides for the
annual organization of local boards of public welfare.
The existing provisions of section 33 of chapter 41 of the General
Laws make reference to the category of public assistance formerly
known as “Aid to Dependent Children".
The proposed legislation would correct and clarify this section
%
by inserting the new title of this public assistance category which
is now known as “Aid to Families with Dependent Children”, as
provided by section 3 of chapter 432 of the acts of 1963.

13. Provision making a Corrective Change to conform with
the Title of the Law relative to the Department of
Natural Resources.
Section 1 of chapter 631 of the acts of 1953 created the Department of Natural Resources in place of the Department of Conservation.
The proposed legislation is for corrective purposes only, setting
forth the new official title of the Department in General Laws,
chapter 40, section 5, Clause (41) which provides the statutory
authority for municipal appropriations for stocking ponds and
other inland waters.

14. Provision

relating

to the Awarding op

Contracts

for

Counties, Cities,
Construction and for Materials
Towns, and Districts in Cases of Extreme Emergency.
by

Item No. 4 in paragraph (d) of section 39M of chapter 30 of the
General Laws excludes the provisions for competitive bidding, as
set forth in said section 39M, in cases of special emergency involvW ing State agencies, by specific reference in said section 39M to
section 8A of chapter 29 of the General Laws which relates to the
administration of State departments.
There is no provision in said section 39M relative to similar emergencies in the case of a county, city, town, or district.
The proposed legislation would provide for such an emergency.
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to the Awarding of Contracts for
Public Buildings by Counties, Cities, Towns,
Districts in Cases op Extreme Emergency.
relating

Repairs to
and

There are no provisions contained in sections 44A through 44K
of chapter 149 of the General Laws to waive the requirement for
competitive bidding in cases of extreme emergency relating to repairs to public bqildings to safeguard the lives and the property
involved.
However, the provisions of section 8A of chapter 29 of the General Laws do provide for such circumstances as they relate to the^ 1
operation of State departments, but there is no general law for application to our counties, cities, towns, and districts.
The proposed legislation would amend section 44A of chapter
149 of the General Laws to provide for emergency repairs to county,
city, town, and district buildings.

16. Provision

relative

or Employees

of

Indemnification of Officers
Cities, Towns, and Districts.

to the

Section 100 A of chapter 41 of the General Laws was originally
enacted by section 4 of chapter 458 of the acts of 1931 and therein
provided the authority for cities and towns to indemnify officers or
employees thereof for expenses or damages incurred in the defence
or settlement of claims on account of the operation of a motor
vehicle owned by the city or town.
Chapter 391 of the acts of 1945 amended this law to include indemnification on account of the operation of a vessel.
The proposed legislation would extend the benefits of this law to
districts in addition to its present application to cities and towns.
In addition, the proposed legislation would make it applicable
to indemnification on account of actions based on the operation of
city, town, or district owned machinery or equipment which would
be operated by officials or employees of the city, town, or district.
Special legislation has been required in specific cases to
indemnification for actions based on the operation of such equipment.
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